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We are 
MotorScrubber
Welcome to MotorScrubber, market leader in detail floor 
cleaning technology. As CEO of this dynamic company, 
I proudly lead a team dedicated to designing and 
manufacturing compact yet powerful floor scrubbers  
that redefine the standard for deep cleaning in intricate 
spaces. Our core focus areas encompasses washrooms,  
stairs, tight spaces, edges, corners, kitchen floors and  
all hard-to-reach areas.

“Every building needs a MotorScrubber”

We push boundaries
Powered by a dedicated team of seven highly skilled  

product designers, we invest years in relentless innovation and 

rigorous testing. Our mission is to develop industry-leading 

cleaning machines, incorporating ground breaking technology  

and ideas to revolutionise the world of cleaning.

We offer a three year 
commercial warranty

Discover the assurance of hassle-free cleaning with our 

comprehensive three-year commercial warranty. Since our 

inception in 2012, we have been at the forefront of cleaning 

technology, fusing top-tier materials with groundbreaking 

innovations. Understanding that cleaning equipment can face 

tough challenges, we engineer our products to be virtually 

indestructible, ready to withstand any test. Our confidence in 

the unparalleled robustness of our equipment is reflected in our 

promise to you: a solid three-year commercial warranty,  

providing you absolute peace of mind in every clean.

At MotorScrubber, we understand that every commercial building, 

from schools and healthcare facilities to restaurants and bars, 

requires impeccable cleaning standards. This is why our products 

are meticulously crafted for professional use by commercial 

cleaning teams, ensuring high quality and reliability with a  

3-year commercial guarantee.

Our commitment extends beyond just cleaning; ergonomics 

and worker welfare are at the forefront of our design philosophy. 

This is exemplified by our innovative battery backpack, which is 

ergonomically engineered with padded back support, helping 

users maintain a straight back, thereby reducing fatigue during 

extensive cleaning operations.

Founded and manufacturing in Sheffield, England, 

MotorScrubber’s global footprint includes subsidiaries in Chicago 

and Melbourne with exports worldwide. Our products, celebrated 

for their effectiveness and efficiency, have become essential tools 

in the arsenal of facilities management and contract cleaning 

professionals worldwide.

As we continue to evolve and innovate, we remain dedicated 
to providing exceptional cleaning solutions that keep pace 
with the ever-changing demands of the industry, ensuring 
every commercial building can experience the MotorScrubber 
difference. Imre Killi, Inventor & CEO

We focus on sustainability
At MotorScrubber, we prioritise sustainability at every step. Our 

products embody eco-friendliness through their meticulously 

engineered scrubbing action and precise on-demand spray, 

significantly reducing the need for harsh chemicals and water 

usage. Crafted for longevity, our machines boast robust, high-

quality components, ensuring reliability and minimizing the 

environmental impact of frequent repairs and technician visits.  

As part of our commitment to a greener future, we’re  

continually increasing the use of recycled materials in our  

products, fostering a cleaner, healthier planet for all.

We build in Britain
Every MotorScrubber is meticulously designed, engineered,  

and manufactured in Sheffield, England. We take pride in 

 hand-crafting each MotorScrubber to meet the highest  

quality standards, ensuring durability and reliability.  

Built to withstand years of heavy use, a MotorScrubber  

promises to be a dependable tool in your cleaning  

tasks and will never let you down. 
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WASH 
ROOMS

STAIRS HIGH 
TRAFFIC

TIGHT 
SPACES

EDGES CARPETS

Where can you use your MotorScrubber?

We design our equipment  
to be unstoppable, no matter  
what you throw at it.

“Every building needs a MotorScrubber”motorscrubberclean.com | info@motorscrubberclean.com

Motorscrubber equipment is designed to clean the 20% of floor area missed by existing machines which are 
too large and bulky. Our compact machines specialise in cleaning the following areas within your building.
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Quickly clean and disinfect 

tables, surfaces, and frequent 

touch points with STORM. 

Page 18

Deep clean floors, stairs, 

and edges with JET3, our 

lightweight and robust 

rotary scrubbing machine.

Page 16
Shock delivers our latest 555 

scrubbing technology to deliver 

ground breaking cleaning results 

with the lowest profile head in  

the world you can now reach  

the unreachable. 

Page 10

C A S E  P R O

ONE BACKPACK 
THREE POWERFUL 
MACHINES
Be armed and ready to face your cleaning challenges with  

a single backpack. Load your solution of choice, connect  

your machine, and get cleaning.

Connect. Scrub. Go. 
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Professional.  
Organised.  
Portable.

M-CASE PRO  
MS3070 / MS3070KIT

Create your own ultimate detail 

cleaning kit all stored within a  

specially designed carry case with 

wheels so you can easily transport  

to any cleaning location. M-Case Pro 

will store 2 Deep cleaning machines,  

Blade mopping system and the  

full range of brushes and pads  

for both machines. 



Enhancing your worker welfare...
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Because their safety and comfort matter.

Reduce MSD’s in your workforce.  
Designed with easy transportation in mind.

of staff require 
time off as a 
consequence.

Only 470g  
in your hand  
during use.
(The same weight as a cup of coffee).

Designed to ensure you 
adopt the correct posture 
with a straight back when 
using SHOCK. 

Eliminate the need for a bucket 
and reduce slips and falls with the 
fingertip control fluid application.

Grab. Clean. Dock.

The Wall Dock is the perfect 
solution for limited storage space. 
Designed to be easily mounted 
to the wall and protect products 
from damage, our wall dock  
keeps your equipment neat  
and tidy.

Easy to transport

Professionals arrive ready. 
Our M-Case empowers you 
to travel with confidence, 
whilst storing and protecting 
your MotorScrubber cleaning 
equipment. 

Commercial cleaning operators  
use heavy equipment daily.  
These tools are the root cause 
of MSDs (Musculoskeletal 
Disorders) in your workforce.

• MotorScrubbers lightweight 
battery powerpack technology 
enables effortless transportation 
and usage.

• Padded back support to keep 
the users back straight.

• Load is spread evenly across 
operators waist.

• All day comfort guaranteed.

• The user can easily transport the 
machine to avoid back strain.
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Ensures  
operators back 
remains straight.

Soft rubber 
handle 
removes 
vibrations.

Adjusts to  
any user.

WATCH  
VIDEO

of cleaners 
reported muscular 
aches and pains.
(Known as MSD’s)

74% 

20% 



SHOCK KEY FEATURES

Powerful Shock 555 oscillation technology,  

up to 83 scrubs per second

Quick-change 1.8kg (4lbs) weight kit

 World’s lowest profile head  

Protective glide wheels for precise cleaning

Ground Breaking 
Cleaning Performance

Faster. Lower. Cleaner.

SHOCK is the lowest profile oscillating floor cleaning machine in 
the world. Developed over three years, it has been meticulously 
designed to deliver a deep clean along floors, edges, baseboards, 
stairs, risers, below obstacles and more.  

Packed with patented features, SHOCK is the most user-friendly 

machine of its kind. From an innovative MAGPlate magnetic pad 

holder system and quick-connect weight kit, to its ergonomic GEN3 

battery backpack system with added back support, every detail of 

SHOCK has been considered to deliver a ground breaking clean with 

minimal effort, every time. 

Beneath its stylish housing is a brute of a machine made up of 

precision engineered custom components, invented by our in-

house team. Powering each SHOCK is a bespoke brushless digital 

motor, with a 5000rpm capability to deliver maximum cleaning 

performance. SHOCK’s oscillating drive has been optimised and 

tested for over 1500 hours. 

The result? A precise scrubbing circle which literally SHOCKs  
the dirt off your floors with water alone.

BACKPACK

Run Time
50 minutes (Standard battery) 
3 hours (Lithium battery)

Charging Time
4 hours (Standard battery) 
3 hours (Lithium battery)

Battery Spec 12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

Solution Capacity 1l (0.2gl)

Backpack Weight
3.8kg (8.4lbs) secured to waist (Standard) 
2.8kg (6.17lbs) secured to waist (Lithium-ion)

HANDLE

Machine Weight
3.5kg (7.7lb) Lightweight mode 
5.3kg (11.7lb) Heavyweight mode

Telescopic Handle 70 – 140cm (27.6 – 55.1in)

Operation Easy press-and-go controls

User Comfort Soft rubber grips

HEAD

Cleaning Width 250mm (9.8in)

Scrubbing Power 5000rpm motor, up to 83 scrubs per second

Head Height 105mm (4.1in)

Wing Height 50mm (1.9in)

PAT ENTED

T
E
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WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. SHOCK Machine

2.  Gen 3 Battery 
Backpack

3. SHOCK Pad

4. Microfibre Pad

5.  Green Thinline 
Scrubbing Pad 

6. Melamine Pad

7.  MAGPlate Magnetic 
Pad Holder

8.  Quick-change 
Weight Kit

2

6 7 8

1

SHOCK

3 4 5

AFTERBEFORE

  

WATCH  
VIDEO
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PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

Quick-Change Weight Kit
Our quick-change weight kit adds 
1.8kg/4lb and provides huge downforce 
for unbeatable results. The weight kit is 
removable for safer stair cleaning.

Industrial build compact size
5mm thick cast zinc alloy chassis combined 
with a cast aluminium oscillating drive. 
SHOCK is built to last with over 1,500 hours 
fault-free testing. 

Magnetic Pad Holder
Quickly transition between cleaning areas 
with the colour-coded quick-change 
MAGPlate magnetic pad holder, which 
automatically locks against the oscillating 
driver hands-free.

Controlled Spray
Save water/chemical with on-demand spray 
and a high-pressure pump provides an 
even and targeted application of cleaning 
solution.

Optimised Oscillation
Our powerful Shock 555 oscillation 
technology Is driven by our in-house 
designed state-of-the-art 5000rpm digital 
motor, delivering up to 83 scrubs per second 
for unparalleled cleaning results.

Glide Wheels
Soft rubber non-marking glide wheels 
protect your walls and furniture by keeping 
the oscillating drive spaced 2mm from your 
edges, whilst allowing the cleaning pad to 
clean precisely into the edge.

Cast zinc alloy 
motor chassis

5,000rpm 
brushless digital 
motor with air 
cooling

Cast aluminium 
oscillating drive

High impact 
polypropylene 
head casing

Sealed heavy 
duty bearing

Corrosion proof 
Stainless steel 
fixings

COMPACT SIZE. INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH.

HIGH TRAFFIC TIGHT SPACES

WASH ROOMS STAIRS

CARPETS EDGES

WATCH  
VIDEO
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The Original 
MotorScrubber

Small machine, big power.

Designed for small, hard-to-reach areas, M3 takes on stairs, edges, 

bathrooms, and kitchens with ease. Deep clean your confined 

spaces and experience outstanding results every time. 

Powerful rotary scrubbing cleans tricky areas often neglected 

by other machines. Able to withstand 7kg/15lbs of downforce, 

the motor’s extreme torque makes the M3 unstoppable. 

From floor cleaning to wall scrubbing, the possibilities are endless 

with the telescopic handle that adjusts the machine height to suit 

any user. Waterproof construction means M3 is also perfect for 

poolside and waterline cleaning.

Combined with our vast range of accessories and battery-
powered backpack, M3 guarantees exceptional results. 

14 15

M3 KEY FEATURES

Powerful 360rpm scrub technology

Backpack with built-in battery

Lightweight 

Fully submersible with no shock risk

BACKPACK

Run Time
2 - 3 hours (Standard battery) 
4 hours (Lithium battery)

Charging Time
2 - 3 hours (Standard battery) 
3 hours (Lithium battery)

Battery Spec 12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

User Comfort
Fully adjustable for any user
All-day comfort guaranteed

Backpack weight 3.1kg (6.8lbs) secured to waist

HANDLE

Machine weight 1.5kg (3.3lb)

Telescopic handle 70 – 140cm (27.6 – 55.1in)

Operation Easy press-and-go controls

User comfort Soft rubber grips

HEAD

Cleaning width 180mm (7.1in)

Scrubbing power 10,000rpm geared to 360rpm

Drive mechanism Metal long-life gearbox

Materials High impact GF Nylon casing

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. M3 Machine

2.  Gen 3 Battery 
Backpack

3.  Medium Duty Brush

4.  White Buffing Pad

5.  Red Polishing Pad 

6.  Green Scrubbing Pad

7. Microfibre Pad

8.  Pad Holder 
(Drive Plate)

6 7 8

1 2

3 4 5

M3
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Targeted Spray 
Scrub Technology
Boasting all the features of the M3, JET3 offers additional on-

demand solution application to speed up cleaning everywhere.  

By releasing the perfect amount of liquid alongside the 

unstoppable scrubbing action from the 360rpm extreme torque 

motor, JET3 delivers unbeatable results in small areas.

The compact head fits into tight spaces that other machines 

simply cannot reach, releasing ingrained dirt no matter the 

challenge. Our convenient, quick-change solution bottle fits into 

the belt of our lightweight backpack to spray as much or as little  

as you need to release dirt from the surface.

Scrub faster, clean smarter.

JET3 KEY FEATURES

Use less solution with targeted, on-demand spray

Powerful 360rpm scrub technology

Backpack with built-in battery

JET3 backpack, also compatible  
with SHOCK and STORM
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WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. JET3 Machine

2.  Gen 3 Battery 
Backpack

3.  Medium Duty Brush

4.  White Buffing Pad

5.  Red Polishing Pad 

6.  Green Scrubbing Pad

7. Microfibre Pad

8.  Pad Holder 
(Drive Plate)JET3 uses minimal water and sprays just  

the right amount of solution when you  
need it. It’s better for our planet.

BACKPACK

Run Time
2 - 3 hours (Standard battery)
4 hours (Lithium battery)

Charging Time
2 - 4 hours (Standard battery) 
3 hours (Lithium battery)

Battery Spec 12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

Solution Capacity 1l (0.2gl), can cover 21m² (226ft²)

Backpack Weight 3.8kg (8.4lbs) secured to waist

HANDLE

Machine Weight 1.7kg (3.7lb)

Telescopic Handle 70 – 140cm (27.6 – 55.1in)

Operation Easy press-and-go controls

User Comfort Soft rubber grips

HEAD

Cleaning Width 180mm (7.1in)

Scrubbing Power 10,000rpm geared to 360rpm

Drive Mechanism Metal gearbox

Materials High impact GF Nylon casing

3 4 5

6 7 8

1 2

JET3
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WATCH  
VIDEO



Spray. Clean. Protect.
Professional cleaning and disinfection in a lightweight hand-held 

wand. Replace slow, laborious trigger sprays with a high-speed  

swirl nozzle that delivers a perfectly even spray coating to protect 

both your customers and your surfaces. Level up your productivity 

when cleaning large surface areas with instant, on demand  

cleaning solution application.

Clean and disinfect all frequently touched surfaces, tables,  
and handrails faster than ever before.

Attach our M-Wipes system to your backpack belt and 

easily dispense a specially designed cleaning cloth for fast, 

hygienic surface cleaning. Simply wipe the surface and 

dispose of the cloth in the waste pouch for a professional, 

hygienic solution.

18 19

STORM KEY FEATURES

Use less solution with better coverage and 

on-demand spray

Ballistic, high speed swirl nozzle 

Super lightweight, providing ultimate 

cleaning freedom 

Backpack with built-in battery

PAT E N T  

P

E N D I N

G

STORM WAND

Droplet Size 68 microns 

Spray
Optimum coverage at 30cm (11.8in) 
Max distance 120cm (47.2in)

Coverage 75m²/ litre (807ft² / 0.2gl)

Flow 77ml (2.6fl oz)/ minute

Weight 0.3kg (0.7lbs)

BACKPACK

Run Time
1.5 hours continuous spray 
Quick-change battery for additional runtime

Charging Time Charge time in 4 hours

Battery Spec 12 Volt 7AH sealed battery

Solution Capacity 1l (0.2gl)

Backpack Weight 3.8kg (8.4lbs) secured to waist

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. STORM Wand

2.  Gen 3 Battery 
Backpack

2

1

STORM
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Pressure. Precision. 
Performance. 
Cut through more dirt for an unbeatable clean with BLADE’s 

immense performance. The precise rubber squeegee blade cuts 

deep into tight edges and grout lines to transform your cleaning 

results. With up to 80x more pressure than regular mopping 

systems, BLADE removes substantially more dirt every time.  

Simply reposition the squeegee multiple times on the ultra-

microfibre mop for a fresh contact point.

Forget your dirty string mop and filthy bucket and deliver fresh 

solution at the touch of a button. BLADE’s refillable handle with 

water level indicator and three built-in jets delivers clean liquid on 

demand to ensure you are always removing dirt, never spreading  

it around.

Slide off the ultra-microfibre mop and use the super flexible 

squeegee after scrubbing with JET3 to direct dirty liquid straight 

into a floor drain, leaving no trace on your now sparkling floors. 

No floor drain? No problem. Simply attach the A-Fibre to absorb 

up to 500ml with each mop.

Clean better, clean faster.

20 21

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. BLADE Handle

2.  BLADE Frame

3. S-Fibre

2

3

1

Reset. Reverse.  
Reset the rubber blade onto a new section 
of ultra-microfibre to maintain fresh, clean 
contact points. Once one side is fully used, 
flip over and continue using the reverse side 
for up to 4x more coverage.

Quick-Change 
Switch one ultra-microfibre for another with 
a simple slide off, slide on.

More Surface Pressure
The precision edge exerts up to 80x 
more surface pressure onto the ultra-
microfibre mop to remove more dirt 
and grime with every clean.

Spray
Three-way jets create an even layer of 
solution to help release ingrained dirt.

No Need For Buckets
With its refillable handle and built in spray, 
BLADE sprays fresh, clean solution on-
demand, activated by the push of a button.

ULTRA-MICROFIBRES

Colour-coded tabs

Machine washable up to 500 wash cycles

1. S-Fibre (scrub)
Non-scratch scrub fibres recommended 
for the daily maintenance of rough or 
textured floors.

2. G-Fibre (glide)
For daily maintenance cleaning. 
Recommended for use on smooth floors.

3. A-Fibre (absorb)
For mopping up spills, or to dry the floor. 
Absorbs up to 500ml (16oz) of liquid.

HANDLE

Solution Capacity 600ml (20.2fl oz)

Three built-in spray jets

Refillable aluminium handle with water level indicator

Non-slip handle

FRAME

Flexible rubber squeegee blade tracks floor surface and texture

Channel to easily slide on ultra-microfibre cloths

2

3

1BLADE KEY FEATURES

Refillable handle delivers fresh solution 

with every spray

Up to 80x more surface pressure

Precision cleaning for edges, grout, and tight corners  

Up to 4x more coverage 

with each reversible ultra-microfibre

BLADE

“Every building needs a MotorScrubber”motorscrubberclean.com | info@motorscrubberclean.com
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Higher. Faster. Cleaner.
Make light work of heavily soiled surfaces using our powerful 

360rpm motor.

Designed for industrial scrubbing, PROWASH can reach vertical 

surfaces up to four meters high. The easily transportable cart can 

hold up to 50 litres of fresh water and five litres of chemical 

concentrate inside a robust stainless steel chassis.

PROWASH sprays the solution onto the desired surface, while 

MotorScrubber’s signature rotary motor and powerful scrubbing 

motion transforms the surface back to new. Whether it is vinyl 

siding, trains, buses, aircraft, factory walls, external cladding,  

or signage, for all-in-one professional cleaning, PROWASH is  

the solution.

HAND-HELD MOTORSCRUBBER

Charge Time Up to 8 hours or overnight

Runtime 2 - 3 hours powered by backpack

Machine Weight 2kg (4.4lb)e

Backpack Weight 3.1kg (6.8lbs) secured to waist

Scrubbing Width 18cm (7in)

Brush RPM 10,000rpm geared to 360rpm

PROWASH CART

Charge Time 5.5 hours

Run Time 8 hours

Cart Weight 35kg (77lb)

Cart Dimensions
H 104cm x W 51cm x D 71cm 
(H 40.9in x W 20in x D 27.9in)

Battery 12vdc sealed acid battery

Pump Pressure 11 bar

Pump Open Flow 8 litre/minute

Liquid Capacity 50 litres (13.2 gl)

PROWASH KEY FEATURES

4x faster than manual methods

Carries both chemicals and water for 

optimum results

Drastically cuts exhaustive labour

Easy to use — just plug and go
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WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. PROWASH Scrubber

2. PROWASH Cart

3.  Gen 3 Battery 
Backpack

4.  Flag Tipped Brush

5.  White Buffing Pad

6.  Blue General Pad

7. Green Scouring Pad

8.  Pad Holder 
(Drive Plate)

2 3

4

6 75

1

8

PROWASH
FORCE

Voltage 24 V DC or 36VDC

Machine Weight 3.2kg (7lb)

Hose Length 6m (19.6ft)

Pump Performance 3 litre/minute, 101PSI

Pump Pressure 7.9 bar, 116PSI

Dimensions
H 15cm x W 19cm x L 112cm 
(H 6in x W 7.5in x L 44in)

Handle Extends from 70 – 140cm (27.56 – 55.12in)

Brush Speed 400rpm

Scrubbing Width 180mm (7in)

Quick-change squeegees mean no tools are needed

FORCE

Clip On. Clip Off. 
Clean Anywhere.
Transform your bulky scrubber dryer into the ultimate cleaning 

machine by adding FORCE.

Simply attach FORCE to your scrubber’s suction and clip it off  

to clean under benches, tables, down the side of toilets, and  

all other previously inaccessible areas. Force sprays cleaning  

solution, then scrubs with our powerful 400RPM rotary action.  

Two rear squeegees then dry the floor using the powerful  

suction of the larger machine.

FORCE KEY FEATURES

Increased productivity

Clean 100% of the floor

Amazing cleaning results

 Fits to any scrubber dryer over 40 litres

WHAT’S IN THE BOX

1. FORCE Machine

2. Medium Duty Brush

3.  Universal Suction 
Hose

4.  15 Amp Fused 
Battery Connector

5.  Commercial Grade 
Pump

6. 6m (19.6ft) Hose

2 3

4

5

1

6

Areas missed without FORCE 100% of area covered  
with FORCE
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B R U S H

No matter the challenge,  
we have a brush guaranteed 
to give exceptional cleaning 
results on any surface.

Green Stair Brush

MS1049T
Made from grit filaments 

for deep cleaning stairs 

and base/ skirting boards 

with hard surfaces like 

concrete and resin. 

Perfect for outdoor steps 

and industrial factory 

floors.

Red Stair Brush

MS1049
Exceptional deep 

cleaning for all steps, 

up-rises, edges, 

and baseboards.

24 25

P A D

White Pad

211763
Step 1: Refurbishing 

Yellow Pad

211760 
Step 2: Shine Creating

Green Pad

211759
Step 3: Shine & Maintain

3 Step Diamond 
Twister Polishing 
Range.

Designed for marble, granite, terrazzo, 

vinyl, and concrete floors. Just add water 

to create a beautiful natural shine.

Aggressive Duty Brush

MS1039P
Perfect for industrial 

environments, concrete, 

exterior surfaces, oil, 

grease, and food deposits.

Medium Duty Brush

MS1041
Non-scratch fibres 

provide a brilliant deep 

clean to all smooth and 

textured floors and tiles.

Tile & Grout Brush

MS1039TG
Our most abrasive brush 

consists of grit filaments 

for deep cleaning tiles 

and restoring grout lines.

Delicate Brush

MS1038
Perfect for pre-scrubbing 

short pile commercial 

carpets and stairs before 

extraction. Also suitable 

for painted wooden 

surfaces.

Flagged Tipped Brush

MS1044
Ideal for removing dust 

and cleaning plastic 

surfaces. Ideal for use 

with PROWASH for 

vehicle and exterior 

surfaces.

SCAN HERE

Find the right accessory 
for your floor type

Crystalliser

MS1071
Made with stainless steel 

wire wool to create a 

hard-wearing, super high 

gloss shine on marble 

surfaces.

Maroon Stripping Pad

MS1069
Our most abrasive pad 

is recommended for 

dry floor stripping and 

restoring many floor 

types, including wood, 

vinyl, Altro, concrete, 

and stone. 

Melamine Pad

MS1070
Recommended for 

removing the toughest of 

stains. The micro-abrasive 

sponge material provides 

incredible cleaning 

results.

Microfibre Pad

MS1053
Recommended for 

polishing surfaces and for 

carpet spot cleaning.

Pad Holder

MS1046
Interchangeable drive 

plate which easily 

attaches our pads 

using hook-and-loop 

technology.

Specialist Range.

From removing tough marks to polishing marble, this specialist range has you covered.

White Buffing Pad

MS1066
For buffing on hard floors. 

Use dry or with a fine 

water mist to give a high 

gloss wet look to new 

floors.

Red Polishing Pad

MS1064
For polishing hard and 

wooden floors. This will 

remove light scuff marks 

and dirt while giving a 

high gloss shine.

Blue General Pad

MS1068
For general floor cleaning.

Green Scouring Pad

MS1062
For cleaning greasy 

kitchens and floors. This 

pad aggressively removes 

dirt from heavily soiled 

surfaces.

Black Stripping Pad

MS1060
For stripping floor polish. Use 

with chemical or water-based 

stripping solution to remove 

finishes or sealers. Can also 

be used to clean hard surface 

floors, such as concrete.

Essential Range.

Our essential pad range has been designed for chemical cleaning across all types of hard flooring.

ACCESSORIES
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SHOCK Pad

011-0070
The ultimate non-scratch floor scrubbing 
pad for use on all smooth and textured  
hard floors.

The SHOCK Pad has been specifically 
designed to maximise SHOCK’s cleaning 
technology. Use on all hard floor surfaces  
to achieve a ground breaking clean.

Washable up to 500 times.

Microfibre Pad

011-0071
This pad allows you to clean and dry at 
the same time, like mopping but with the 
scrubbing power of a machine.

Clean carpets with low moisture and 
dries within an hour. Use as part of your 
daily cleaning routine to mop and dry your 
floors, or use to polish floor surfaces. Our 
microfibre pad will effectively lift dirt from 
smooth and lightly textured floors including 
carpet, LVT, laminate, tile and grout, epoxy 
and more.

Green Thinline Scrubbing Pad

011-0072-10
Our Green Thinline Scrubbing Pad is 
incredibly abrasive, and can be used to 
remove tough stains and grease from  
non-textured surfaces.

This pad is ideal for kitchen and industrial 
environments.

Always complete a scratch test first.

Melamine Pad

011-0075-10
Melamine will miraculously remove  
scuffs, dirt and shoe marks from smooth 
hard floors, including polished and  
ceramic flooring.

Use with water.

Always complete a scratch test first.

Maroon Stripping Pad

011-0073-10
The perfect accessory for restoring multiple 
types of flooring to their original best.

Ideal for restoring vinyl, wood, marble, 
terrazzo, concrete, resin and tiles thanks  
to its super abrasive material.

Industrial flooring with tough stains can  
also be cleaned up with ease thanks to  
the stripping pads’ aggressive construction.

Our new generation of high performance  
thinline pads are 64% lower than traditional pads.  
They are denser, longer lasting and offer  
a superior clean.

P A D S

MAGplate Cleaning Pad Holder

011-0074
We recommend you use one colour coded MAGPLATE for each 

cleaning area.

Pre-attach your cleaning pads using the hook and loop system  

so you can swiftly switch them between cleaning tasks.  

To use, simply place onto the floor, hover your machine  

above and watch it lift up and click into place.  

ACCESSORIES

W A L L  D O C K

Grab. Clean. Dock.
Wall Dock MS1073 

The perfect solution for limited storage space. 

Designed to be easily mounted to the wall  

and protect products from damage, our wall  

dock keeps your equipment neat and tidy.

Foldable Bottle Carrier MST5

Take the weight off your back with the  

foldable bottle carrier.

Includes eight slots for carrying 1litre (0.25gl)  

refill bottles or rolls of M-Wipes.

C A S E

M-CASE MS3061

M-Case holds one machine and backpack 

with up to four accessories for a simple, 

convenient and weatherproof travel case. 

Ideal for those smaller cleaning challenges.
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HEAD OFFICE

UK 
8 Orgreave Rd, Sheffield,  

S13 9LQ, England 

+44 (0)114 478 8710 

orders@motorscrubberclean.com

INTERNATIONAL

USA and Canada - Chicago  
+1 630 326 3107 

usaorders@motorscrubberclean.com

AUSTRALIA - Melbourne 
+61 459 269 988 

ausorders@motorscrubberclean.com
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Supplied by MotorScrubber Approved Partner.

Keep up to date with all the latest 

information about DRYFT.

SCAN 
HERE

What’s next?


